
Route 2 - To Aspen and Back.  Aspen is a popular destination for any Colorado visit. The ride 
over Independence Pass is spectacular. This is about a 6.5 hour ride - round trip, so you have 
time to linger at the pass and enjoy a leisurely lunch in Aspen. If you are interested in relocating 
here, the average home price in the Aspen area is $3.5 million - check it out and come back 
when you are ready to buy! 
 
The price you pay for the trip over Independence Pass (Butler G1) is a fairly pedestrian run on 
US-24. But like most of Colorado, your view will always be excellent - even if your tires are not 
challenged.  
 
The run up US-24 from Johnson Village to CO-82 will expose at least nine 14'ers (the Collegiate 
Peaks of the Sawatch Range) on your left as you head north. Some say that these peaks, named 
after elite universities, should be renamed to more realistic, and less elite colleges like Colorado 
State University Peak, or Red Rocks Junior College Peak, instead of Harvard and Princeton. 
 
 

An interesting side trip is to turn left on US 24 rather than right on 
your return journey and ride up to Leadville. It is about 30 miles 
round trip from highway CO-82 and US-24, about 45 minutes. As 
you are almost to Leadville, look to your left at Mount Elbert - it is 
the highest peak in Colorado at 14,433 ft.  
 
Leadville is North America=s highest incorporated city at 10,430 ft. 
The town has a very interesting history. First settled as a center 
for lead mining in 1859, at one time it was Colorado=s second 
largest city, population 15,000 in 1880. The nearby Climax mine, 
still in use, is the world’s largest producer of Molybdenum, used 
to harden steel. At one point, during WWII, it produced 75% of the 
world supply. Doc Holliday lived here for a time starting in 1883 

and in 1884 he shot ex-Leadville policeman, Billy Allen. Despite 
overwhelming evidence, he was acquitted of murder. 
 
Dual Sport – Options: 1) Try Weston Pass road between Leadville 

and CO-82. A pretty easy but scenic shortcut between US24 and US285, head down 285 to pick 
up US24 for the trip home. 2) Mosquito Pass. Pick up from Leadville and head over the highest 
navigable mountain pass in Colorado. Not for the beginner, difficult for the bigger adventure 
bikes but no problem for a skilled KLR 650 rider. Brings you to CO-9, head south to US285 and 
then to US24. 3) For a special treat, don’t turn off at CO-82, head up to Leadville and take 
Hagerman Pass road to Basalt and approach Aspen from the rear (West). Use CO-82 and 
Independence Pass on the way home. A spectacular day for the dual sporter! 
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